Tactical Game Situation
Taken from FC Barcelona - A Tactical Analysis Attacking and Defending Books

How to Analyse FC Barcelona Tactical
Pattern of Play (Game Situation) and
Easily Create your own Practices.
See Coach George’s FREE Examples:
COMBINATION PLAY NEAR THE PENALTY AREA

Alves becomes the ball carrier and as he does not have the chance to make the cross, he moves
towards the centre. Messi gives support and Alves goes for the one-two.
In a similar situation Messi passes back to Xavi who makes a long pass to Iniesta in order to
change the point of attack (diag. 63.3.1).

ASSESSMENT
Messi would often have the choice between a final pass into the penalty area or to a free player
out wide.
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Created to Practice Game Situation

FC Barcelona - Quick Combination Play Around the Box

Created Using SoccerTutor.com Tactics Manager
Objective
To develop quick combination play in and around the penalty area

Description
Simple and effective practice focusing on quick combination play in and around the
penalty area.
The coach should rehearse 4-6 different sequences of combination play with the final aim
of finishing on goal.
After practicing these combinations, let the players play freely.

Coaching Points
1. Movement to create space - Checked runs
2. The quality of movement - Body shape, timing, angle and direction.
3. Quality of passing - Weight, direction and timing.
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Created to Practice Game Situation

FC Barcelona - Quick Combination Play Around the Box - Prog.

Created Using SoccerTutor.com Tactics Manager
Objective
To develop quick combination play in and around the penalty area

Description
This progression we add 4 defenders.
In this example you will see 2 possible playing options from the forward:
1. Lay back to the central midfielder who quickly switch play
2. Lay the ball forward for the right winger to advance into the penalty area

Progression
Introduce 1-2 more defenders
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FC Barcelona - A Tactical Analysis:
Attacking and Defending Book Set
Learn to Coach the ‘Barca’ Way!
A Tactical ‘Pattern of Play’ Blue-Print of Pep Guardiola’s
Barcelona Team - The Most Successful Team in History!
This book set combo is an exclusive and ground-breaking study
of Pep Guardiola’s Barcelona team.
We now have a full analysis of Barcelona’s tactics
which have been so important to their success.
The attacking and defending books show Barca’s
4-3-3 system of play, each player’s responsibilities, positioning and movement within every possible attacking and defensive phase of play.
Both Attacking and Defending books starts with
the characteristics of the players and the philosophy of Barcelona and builds into a comprehensive
overview of their attacking and defending tactics
employed with clear diagrams and detailed descriptions.

Purchase the 2-Book Set:
Rest of the World Shop:
http://shop.soccertutor.com/FC-Bara-Tactical-AnalysisAttacking-and-Defending-p/st-b007.htm
USA/CA Shop:
http://shopusa.soccertutor.com/FC-Bara-Tactical-AnalysisAttacking-and-Defending-p/st-b007.htm

Diagrams were created using www.SoccerTutor.com Tactics Manager
Software http://www.soccertutor.com/tacticsmanager
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